TAKE-HOME ASSIGNMENT # 1.

Please complete this exercise before our first class, on Friday, August 21. Please contact me (edn13@columbia.edu) if you have questions, or bring them to class (L104!).

**Secondary Sources: Finding Aids and Legal Scholarship**

**Pegasus & CLIO**

**Question 1** - Access either Pegasus (http://pegasus.law.columbia.edu/) or CLIO (https://clio.columbia.edu/). Locate a print copy of *Prosser & Keaton on Torts*.

What is the most recent edition? __________

Use the index and find the section on “false imprisonment.” __________

*Prosser on Torts* is a treatise. Can you find another torts treatise in the library? __________

Do the same search and compare the results. __________

How is a treatise different from a casebook? __________

******************************************************************************

**Using commercial databases**

**Question 2** – Using LexisAdvance locate the Restatement of Torts

- Why is this section relevant to your research? ______________

**Question 3** – Using WestlawNext and locate a state encyclopedia pertinent to your research question:

- What did you find out? ______________

- Why is this section useful? ______________